















The main perturbative contribution to the free energy of an electroweak interface is due
to the eective potential and the tree level kinetic term. The derivative corrections are
investigated with one-loop perturbation theory. The action is treated in derivative, in
heat kernel, and in a multi local expansion. The massive contributions turn out to be
well described by the Z-factor. The massless mode, plagued by infrared problems, is
numerically less important. Its perturbatively reliable part can by calculated in derivative
expansion as well. A self consistent way to include the Z-factor in the formula for the
interface tension is presented.
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The electroweak phase transition is under intense investigation [1]-[15] mostly because of
possible eects in the early universe, in particular baryon number generation. Besides of
this, it is the prototype of a phase transition in a gauge theory where careful understanding
will be useful also in other settings, e.g. if the standard model electroweak phase transition
should turn out to be too weakly rst order for spectacular eects, and modied theories
have to be considered.
The electroweak eective potential at high temperatures has been treated carefully in
two loop order of perturbation theory [16]-[19]. Comparison with lattice nonperturbative
results [4, 8, 9, 10] gives good agreement for the Higgs and W -boson masses in the broken
phase up to zero temperature Higgs masses of about 70 GeV. The hot electroweak phase
appears as a case of a conning gauge system. The Higgs and W -correlation masses have
recently been explained by a bound state model within some approximations [15]. The
critical temperature and the latent heat are expected to be inuenced by nonperturbative
eects in the hot (symmetric) phase. Two-loop perturbation theory agrees, nevertheless,
surprisingly well with the values of these quantities measured on the lattice.
The situation for the interface tension is quite dierent. It is more dicult to measure
on the lattice. While one lattice group nds good agreement [9] another group reports
large deviations at intermediate Higgs masses [4]. Furthermore the perturbative values of










in the literature do not include important perturbative eects, as we will argue in this
paper.
The interface tension is the free energy per area of interface between the hot and the
cold electroweak phase. It is identical to the surface tension of thin walled electroweak
critical bubbles which trigger the onset of the phase transition close to the critical tem-




In this paper we discuss the modication of the interface tension by one loop perturba-
tion theory for the derivative terms of the action. In particular we address the question of
whether these modication can be understood just by a Z(')-factor in front of the kinetic
term @'@' or whether all the other derivative terms together give a sizable eect on the
interface tension.
The paper is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we recapitulate the one-loop high tem-
perature perturbation theory. We especially address the one-loop Z-factor. In chapter 3
the eective action is expanded in a multi local way (section 3.1) and with the heat ker-
nel expansion (section 3.2). The connection between both expansions and the derivative
expansion is claried in section 3.3. The infrared problems of the massless mode are inves-
tigated in chapter 4. We show that the divergent heat kernel operators can be resummed
to give a nite contribution (section 4.1). The derivative expansion of these modes is
treated in detail (section 4.2). In chapter 5 a self consistent way to include the Z-factor
in the formula for the interface tension is presented. Chapter 6 gives our conclusions.
2 High Temperature Perturbation Theory
The electroweak standard theory at the transition temperature allows the high tempera-
ture expansion. To good accuracy it can be described by a local eective 3-dimensional
1
SU(2)-Higgs-model whose parameters can be calculated from the fundamental 4-dimen-
sional theory [3]. All infrared problems appearing in the unbroken phase are covered by
this eective theory. The nature of the phase transition depends substantially on the static
Matsubara frequencies. Calculating the one-loop eective action of a scalar background
eld in the derivative expansion using a general 't Hooft background gauge with gauge-




















































































































































































































































































is of order of the zero temperature Higgs mass. v
0
(T ) is the temperature
dependent \high temperature tree level" vacuum expectation value of the complex scalar
eld (cf. eq. (4)). v was used to rescale elds and will be chosen to be the eld value




= gT=v is the rescaled dimensionless coupling







The two-loop eective potential has been calculated by dierent methods [16]-[18]. We
use the general 't Hooft background gauge potential obtained in [19].
The dierent contributions to Z
H
(') (eq. (5)) are due to dierent graphs. The rst
two terms in the brackets originate from a mixed W-Gs-loop. The other corrections are
generated by a pure W -boson, ghost, Goldstone, or Higgs loop respectively. The use of
the derivative expansion is limited for several reasons:
First of all Z
H
(') diverges as ' goes to 0, i.e. in the symmetric phase, due to the
massless W -boson. At this order of derivative and loop expansion the eective action (2)
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is nevertheless nite, since a bubble solution vanishes exponentially in this phase. For di-


















term. All these terms lead to a diverging action. Thus perturbation theory breaks down.
Note that even the eective potential diverges at four-loop order for ' ! 0 . The di-









at  = 1). This is due to the numerical dominance of the mixed W-Gs-loop (cf. section
3.1). Here again perturbation theory in connection with the derivative expansion is in bad
shape, since the one loop contribution is larger than the tree part. In addition a negative
Z-factor gives rather unphysical results and no critical bubbles at all.
Finally Z
H
(') depends strongly on the gauge-xing parameter even in the broken
phase, as we have shown in ref. [19]. Therefore higher derivative terms and/or the two-loop
order are expected to give important contributions to Z
H
('). The gauge-xing dependence
of the potential diminishes from one to two-loop, and it may be hoped that the same
happens with the Z-factor.
3 Higher Order Derivative Terms
It is an obvious question how important the O(@
4
)-terms in eq. (2) are. Calculating the
next order in the derivative expansion would not by a feasible way to investigate this
question because of the divergence in the symmetric phase due to massless modes. One
has to use dierent methods to expand the eective action. In ref. [20] we treated the
Higgs uctuation separately using the heat kernel method but we did not calculate the
contribution of theW -boson and the Goldstone uctuation to the interface tension. In this
paper we will include these contribution. We use two dierent methods of expansion: the
heat kernel method and a multi local expansion. To the required order for both methods
the 't Hooft-Feynman background gauge (i.e.  = 1) is more convenient. We therefore
restrict ourselves in this chapter to this gauge-xing.





['] + S['] (8)


















































































































. The diagonal elements are the nite temperature
squared Higgs, Goldstone, W -boson and ghost masses (eq. (6)).
3
We proceed now in choosing a typical interface prole which depends of course on 
T
(i.e. on the zero temperature Higgs and top mass). Then the determinants in eq. (10)
are evaluated numerically. The contributions of S to the eective potential are removed.
The remaining one-loop correction is compared with the contribution of the Z-factor.
A typical interface between the symmetric phase ('=0) and the broken phase ('=1)


















. At the critical temperature
its tree+'
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an expansion in d
 1
seems to be appropriate. d may be considered as a
variational parameter.
The interface eq. (12) does not depend on the x- or y-coordinate of ~r. The matrix U
13
of eq. (11) simplies and is partly canceled by the ghost matrix. The one-loop eective



































In order to evaluate the one-loop action (eq. (14)) approximately one may choose
several dierent directions to go.
A) The derivative expansion discussed above. There is the obvious problem of infrared
divergences blowing up the integrated action if one expands beyond the Z-factor.
B) The Barvinsky-Vilkovisky expansion [21] where one xes the number of elds and sums
over all derivatives, just opposite to the derivative expansion, obtaining form factors.
C) The heat kernel expansion where derivatives and elds are expanded according to their
mass dimension and hence mixed together. This approach is in between (A) and (B).
An accessible way to treat (B) will be given in the next section 3.1. This multi local
expansion will automatically sum all derivative terms for a given power of elds. After
this, we will study the heat kernel expansion in section 3.2.
3.1 The Multi Local Expansion














. U(~r ) is either U
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is ~r-independent while the interaction part U
I
(~r ) depends on the background eld.
m
0
is arbitrary and not a physical mass. But it should be of the order of the typical mass
























































The rst term of the right hand side of eq. (20) does not give any contribution to the






























































This is not possible for an arbitrary ~r-dependent mass.
Equation (21) contains all corrections to the kinetic terms included in   (eq. (16)). It
also gives contributions to the eective potential which can be removed if one uses the
connection of the derivative expansion to the multi local expansion (cf. section 3.3). The
remaining part, which we are calculating, is independent of m
0
if summed to all orders,
while the volume part gets a m
0
-dependent contribution from the rst term of the right
hand side of eq. (20). Truncating the sum in eq. (21) at nite order N results of course in a
m
0




). Looking for them
0
-independent
range gives a good criterion for the convergence of the series.
The multi local expansion can be adjusted to the interface (eq. (12)) which depends






) of eq. (22)









































The q-integral in each term of eq. (21) can now be performed analytically. The remaining
integrals over the z
i
's have to be calculated numerically. They are convergent for m
0
> 0.
Similar to the derivative expansion one can distinguish between dierent contributions
to the interface tension. There are those which originate from single Higgs, Goldstone,W ,
or ghost-loops, and those which correspond to mixed W-Goldstone loops. The ghost-loop
cancels 2/3 of the W -loop contribution. The W -loops do not have an intrinsic mass scale
since m
W
! 0 in the symmetric phase. The others are massive all over the interface.




= 0:024 and d = 18:3 which





(N = 2 : : :7) for a typical massive loop (the Higgs mode) while g. 1.b shows the same




is similar to the mass in the middle of the interface or larger one gets good convergence
for the Higgs, the Goldstone, and the mixed W -Goldstone loop. The W and ghost loop
contributions even in this range converge very slowly.
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. Left plot: the Higgs-uctuation, right plot: the W -uctuation.












) to N =1 for several values of m
0
. From the m
0
-dependence
of the results we estimated an error of the limit. In g. 2 the limits with error bars of
our extrapolations are plotted for several values of m
H
(eq. (7)). Fig. 2.a shows the single
Higgs, Goldstone andW -contributions (single modes) while g. 2.b shows the mixedW-Gs-
loop. The full lines are the predictions from the Z-factor for the corresponding quantities.
One nds small deviations for the single modes (less than 10%). The W -Gs-contribu-
tion agrees within the errors with the Z-factor prediction. The large errors are due to the
extrapolation to N =1. At any nite order the deviations are smaller as we will show
in section 3.3. The W -Gs-contribution is an order of magnitude larger than the sum of
the single modes contributions. This depends of course on the gauge-xing parameter 
which is 1 in our case.
3.2 The Heat Kernel Expansion
Another way to calculate the higher derivative terms of the one-loop eective action is the






































expanded in powers of t. Using world-line methods this can be done in a very economical




























's are functionals of the eld '(~r ). In reference [23] they are given up to
O
8
; with the new world-line method they can easily be calculated to even higher order.
For n > d=2 the t-integral gives  (n d=2). The dimension d is in our case 3. Using
6





















Figure 2: Extrapolated results of the multi local expansion and the Z-factor predictions
vs. m
H
(eq. 7). The full lines are the Z-factor predictions.
this formula for n  d=2 as well denes a dimensional regularization of the ultraviolet
divergences.
Every order of this expansion is again free of infrared divergences for m
0
> 0. Trun-
cating the sum at nite order N one generates m
0
-dependent terms although the limit
is independent of m
0
. This aspect is very similar to the multi local expansion. Indeed
even the numerical results are nearly the same if one compares the Nth order of the
multi local expansion with the (N+1)th order of the heat kernel expansion, though the
higher derivatives are truncated in the heat kernel approach. One can again extrapolate
to innite order. The results agree very well with those of the multi local expansion. This
shows that at low order of the corresponding expansion higher order contributions in 1/d
do not play any signicant role at small 
T
(large d). Possible large expansion parameters
do not arise. This need not be the case at higher orders, as discussed in chapter 4.
3.3 Connection between Derivative, Multi Local, and Heat Kernel Ex-
pansion
The good agreement between the limit of large N of the multi local expansion and of the
heat kernel expansion conrms that our results are reliable. The agreement is already very
good at small N and this indicates that the higher derivative terms are numerically very
small. Indeed the large-N limit is very well approximated by the Z-factor prediction. In
order to separate the higher derivative terms in the two expansions it is necessary to know
how the eective potential and the Z-factor build up.
The operators O
n
of the heat kernel expansion are already local. One can sort directly










































these terms sum up to give the m(~r )
3
-term
of the eective potential (cf. eq. (3)).
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exp( z=d)
























of eq. (15), even this term contains











































































In the background of the interface (eq. (12)) one eigenvalue 
+
is positive over the whole
'-range while the second one 
 


































In g. 3 the integrand is plotted in comparison to the Z-factor prediction for this contri-
bution. In the region where 
 
is negative the real part has been taken. This is shown by
the dashed line. One sees that the Z-factor prediction is a very good approximation over
the whole z (respectively ') range.
































For a single mode they sum up to the Z-factor contributions. Nevertheless, this series
converges only slowly in the massless channel. Since the higher derivative terms are nu-
merically small this is the main reason for the bad convergence of the heat kernel expansion
for the massless mode. The same applies to the multi local expansion (cf. g. 1.b).
If one is interested only in the higher derivative terms one has to subtract those terms
which contribute to the Z-factor. The remaining contribution to the interface tension
8
turns out to be very small (
<

1%) compared to the Z-factor contribution to all orders we
calculated. This again suggests that it can be neglected in good accuracy.
The connection between the multi local and the derivative expansion is established by































-integrals can be done analytically. Summing
up all terms without derivatives one gets the eective potential. We used this connection
to separate the interface from the volume contributions.
Summing up all terms with two derivatives regenerates the Z-factor contribution. The
multi local expansion is an expansion in powers of elds. Therefore this contribution builds
up by terms which contain two derivatives and 2N elds. Comparing with eq. (30) one
conrms that these must be the same terms which connect the heat kernel expansion with
the derivative expansion. Hence the Z-factor contribution is generated in both expansions
in the same way. The Nth order of the multi local expansion corresponds to the (N+1)th
order of the heat kernel expansion. If the higher derivative terms are small one expects
the corresponding orders of both expansions to give similar results. This behavior was
indeed observed by us.
In conclusion of this chapter both methods, the multi local and the heat kernel expan-
sion, although quite dierent from the calculational point of view, yield the same results
because the higher derivative terms are very small at the order of the expansion that has
been studied. For interfaces typical for zero temperature Higgs masses up to 80 GeV the
Z-factor of the derivative expansion gives numerically nearly all corrections to the kinetic
term of the action. The massless mode (W -boson) would need higher order treatment in
these expansions. The additional contribution is expected to be numerically unimportant.
In the next chapter we investigate this mode in more detail.
4 The Massless Mode
4.1 Resummation of Infrared Divergent Heat Kernel Operators
















) is large (cf. eq. (13)). This suggests a large-d expansion of the one-loop






















where the rst term corresponds to the potential, the next one to the wave function
contribution, and the following to the four derivative terms of the eective action. This
expansion, however, breaks down due to infrared singularities coming from the massless
degrees of freedom as we have shown above. Already the c
@
4-term does not exist.
Obviously the question comes up whether one can rearrange the various contributions
in such a way that a meaningful large-d expansion arises. It will turn out that the rst
two terms in eq. (33) are not modied and remain leading. The next term (in the massless
sector) will be of order d
 2
not present in the derivative expansion. In order to see this
behavior and to isolate this contribution it is useful to sum up \towers" of related terms in
the heat kernel expansion \vertically". This means that one does not evaluate the complete
heat kernel coecient but only parts. These parts have the same number of derivatives
9
and are labeled with . If one does the summation without caring about divergences one
regenerates the derivative expansion but this is not correct in the infrared region. Here it
is better to use the exponential fallo of the background to rearrange the series.
Setting m
0
=0 in eq. (30) one sees that the one-loop wave function contribution to the
































At higher orders of t
n



















where the rst index (  2) is the number of derivatives and the second one (0    )
labels the towers summed over;  is equal to the power of U 's. A similar rearrangement of














































































Using eq. (35) for the massless W and ghost modes the t-integrals are infrared diver-






=4 at z ! 1.
With the ansatz eq. (12) U behaves as














































































The upper integration limit  must be small enough for the approximation eq. (36) to be
valid. The remaining part of the z-integration in eq. (35) is not related to the infrared part
and needs no resummation. The two derivative term  = 2 is nite and can be treated
separately as well. It generates the one-loop contributions to the Z-factor.























































This clearly shows strong cancelations between towers of operators starting in dierent
order of the heat kernel expansion. This should have a deeper reason which we still do
not understand.

































This equation is of course only a formal expression since the
~
t-integrals do not exist
in the infrared (
~
t! 1) term by term. It is likely, however, that the complete 1-loop
contribution has a 1=d expansion, perhaps in the sense of an asymptotic series. This










in such a way
that the
~
t-integral exists. We did not attempt to prove this assertion because the heat
kernel expansion is not an appropriate tool for this purpose. Determining c

involves
heat kernel contributions up to order 3=2. We saw dramatic cancelations between the
dierent heat kernel contributions of dierent order to the same c

. A more appropriate
framework for calculating the coecient of the 1=d
2
term might be the treatment of the












contribution arises from the region t  d
2
and can not be seen in the
multi local or the heat kernel expansion in nite order because these expansions cover
only a nite t range (in units of v). The natural order of magnitude for this non-leading
correction to the predicted Z-factor contribution of the massless mode is therefore 5-10%
at intermediate Higgs mass (assuming a coecient of order one).
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4.2 Derivative Expansion with a Non-Perturbative Infrared Cuto
Because the infrared region is sensitive to non-perturbative eects (connement) one could





T . Strictly speaking non-perturbative eects also change the vertex functions.
Introducing a cut-o mass is therefore at best an approximate tool. It would enter in






t) . The exponent can easily be estimated using eq. (13)
and g
3





































This is not small for any interesting Higgs mass, if 
>

1=(3) (cf. ref. [25]). Therefore
possible large
~
t, i.e. infrared, contributions to eq. (42) are strongly suppressed if one
introduces such a cut o massm

. If such contributions would become big in perturbation
theory this would be a typical infrared eect and not be physical, because perturbation
theory is not applicable in this range. However, we do not expect that.
Since the higher derivative terms turn out to be small and therefore the eective action
apparently is well described by the potential and the @'@' term it might be useful to look
to the derivative expansion again.
There are three scales in the problem.









g v(T ) (45)
derivatives of the interface have this dimension.





= g v(T )'(~r ) : (46)
('(~r ) is normalized to 1 in the broken phase)
(iii) A genuine tree mass m
3
in the Higgs and Goldstone mode and an infrared scale m

in the massless modes, respectively. We will denote both masses with m in this section.















































64 > 1 (eq. (44)). Given some (unknown) value of  ( = O(1)=(3) in the work





















at tree level: (49)







on the upper end limit of perturbation theory, small
magnetic masses can be specied because (a) is fullled. For small m
H
the range of

















Figure 4: The one-loop contribution to the surface tension in the derivative expansion.
The full line is the Z-factor contribution; the dashed line includes the terms up to order
@
4
; the dot-dashed line up to @
6
.
The inequalities (a) and (b) in (47) have also been checked numerically and turn out
to be quite accurate without any further factors.
In the multi local expansion 1=(md) has not to be small since all powers of the deriva-








already know that higher derivative terms are small and that the @'@' term dominates
we can see very explicitly that this series converges very slowly for the massless mode.
Having introduced a cuto mass the derivative expansion can be studied term by term
because now the z-integrals no longer diverge. In g. 4 we display the Z-factor contribution





and d=12:5 vs. m









. This is in agreement with the inequality obtained from (47.a). It also
implies a cuto for '<0:09. This is a rather small cuto, small compared to the dynamic
mass scale set by the bound state masses in the symmetric phase.
The derivative expansion including the Z-factor is therefore a good approximation to
the eective action if a small infrared massm

is introduced. The higher derivative terms
are under complete control. Of course such a m

inuences the Z-factor contribution
to the interface tension as well and thus parameterizes the eects outside the range of
perturbation theory.
We restrict ourselves to the one-loop Z-factor in the rest of this paper, though consid-
ering its strong gauge xing dependence a two-loop calculation would be highly desirable
[26].
5 The Interface Tension
Taking into account the Z-factor modies on the one hand the critical bubble or the
planar interface solutions and gives on the other hand direct additional contributions to
the eective action of the bubble surface or the interface. For deniteness we concentrate
on the planar interface. Thin walled critical bubbles can be treated in the same way.
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Starting from the eective action (eq. (2)) neglecting the O(@
4

























































































V ('(z)) : (54)






















(') has to be evaluated at the critical temperature. Substituting the integration














 of eq. (56) is the generalization of the Z = 1 formula used in the literature as












Eq. (56) and (57) are now used to investigate the inuence of the one-loop corrections to
the kinetic term on the interface tension. Using the two-loop eective potential of ref. [19]
and the one-loop Z-factor of eq. (5) we calculated  (lower two lines) and ~ (upper two
lines) for several values of 
T
and the gauge xing parameters =0 (Landau gauge, full
lines) and =1 (Feynman gauge, dashed lines). In the latter case the real part has been
taken where Z becomes negative. The results are shown in g. 5.
In both gauges the interface tension is lowered due to the Z-factor contribution. The
dependence on the gauge xing parameter via the eective potential is over-compensated.
It will be interesting to see whether this behavior improves if the two-loop Z-factor is
used. The two data points in g. 5 are the lattice values of the interface tension calculated
in ref. [4]. The data point of ref. [9] was calculated on a four dimensional lattice and is
dicult to compare. It is at a Higgs mass of 35 GeV and roughly agree with the two-loop
perturbative contribution. At large Higgs mass the lattice data fall signicantly below the
perturbative result. The 60 GeV data point of ref. [4] is shown in g. 5. The trend towards
a smaller interface tension is even more pronounced at larger Higgs masses [27]. One



















.  of eq. (56) is plotted in the upper two lines;
~ of eq. (57) in the lower two lines. The dashed lines are the Feynman gauge results,
the full lines are the Landau gauge values. The two data points are the lattice values of
ref. [4].
more important than the statistical error. Nevertheless, these results indicate that a
quasiclassical eective potential approach may become completely unreliable in a Higgs





(cf. g. 4) would not be sucient to explain such eects. In view of the good agreement
of other quantities, e.g. the latent heat, this may appear surprising. One should keep in
mind, however, that the interface tension is the only quantity out of the measured ones
really testing the shape of the eective potential.
6 Conclusion
We started with the observation that the Z-factor is very gauge dependent and rather
infrared sensitive. The derivative expansion for integrated quantities like the interface
tension breaks down at the O(@
4
) order due to massless modes obtained if one continues
the perturbative description to small '-values. One can treat the technical problem how
to resum the higher derivative terms and we argued that there is a nite contribution of
the massless channel to the interface tension.
Our numerical evaluations strongly indicate that this contribution to the higher deriva-
tive terms is small. In praxi the order of the multi local and the heat kernel expansion is
limited and this kept us from proving this with our methods. A large contribution, if it
arises nevertheless, would be a pure infrared eect. It would be based on a '-range which
is perturbatively not accessible and hence be an artifact which had to be substituted by
a nonperturbative calculation in the hot phase. Introducing a infrared cut-o mass one
suppresses such a contribution.
For small zero-temperature Higgs-masses (
<

70 GeV) perturbation theory works well
in the broken phase. The infrared problems which plague the higher order derivative
terms are restricted to even smaller '-values (< 0.1gv(T )). The massive modes are free
of infrared divergences in the whole '-range. Our numerical calculations showed that the
higher derivative terms give only very small contributions to the interface tension for these
15
modes. They add a maximum of some percent in any order we calculated to the leading
Z-factor contribution. In derivative expansion they are suppressed by 1=d
2
and our results
conrmed that they indeed stay at this order of magnitude. The extrapolated results are
in good agreement with the Z-factor predictions.
We conclude that the relevant perturbative contributions to the interface tension are
not based on higher derivative terms but are the eective potential and the @'@' term as
usually is assumed in the literature.
The Z-factor in front of the latter term has to be taken into account properly. This
can be done analytically using a semi-classical solution. The values of the interface tension
is lowered by this eect but reliable calculations are not possible yet due to the strong
gauge xing dependence of the one-loop Z-factor. A two-loop calculation of this quantity
may be helpful. Our results show that including the corrections to the @'@' term is not
sucient to reach agreement with the published lattice interface tension at intermediate
Higgs masses.
In view of a lot of unexpected agreement between lattice data and perturbative results
and also some uncertainties in particular in the case of the interface tension it would be
desirable to have a formalism bridging between perturbative treatment in the Higgs phase
and strong interaction dynamics in the hot phase.
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